
Waorani Clause Formulas

Patricia Wilkendorf

[A preliminary set of contrastive clause formulas shows the tagmemic sequences

which comprise them. These formulas are intended to be emic, subject to revision,

and filling gaps. The formulas show significant difference between major clause

types, along with some options in content.]

Qauses differ grammatically by the kind and number of tagmemes
which comprise them. Each tagmeme has slot (e.g. subject), class (e.g.

noun phrase), role (e.g. actor), and cohesion (e.g. verb type controls or is

controlled by the presence of undergoer, or both mutually control the per-

mitted or required presence of the other). The following abbreviations are

used.

Slot symbols: S (Subject), Mar (Margin), Co (Complement), Ad (Ad-

junct), P (Predicate).

Class symbols: NP (Noun Phrase), V (Verb), MW (Manner Word), LC
(Location Complex), Aj (Adjective), TW (Time Word), VP (Verb

Phrase), Dir (Directional Word), T (Time), Pn (Pronominal Word), Av
(Adverb), Ger (Gerund), QW (Question Word).

Role symbols: It (Item), St (Statement), Sc (Scope), ! (Command), U
(Undergoer), Q (Question), Inton (Intonation), ? (Interrogative), ChS
(Character of Subject), Ac (Actor).

Cohesion symbols: x > (x controls), > x (controls x), > x > (x is con-

trolled by one item and controls another, or mutually controlling), Id

(Identity), BI (Biintransitive), Eq (Equational), / *or'. A hypen [-] ab-

breviates the label of a slot-role combination such as S-Ac, which is to be

read 'subject as actor'.

One or two illustrations of each clause type are given from the stories

of the Origin of the Rainbow (OR), the Origin of Cassava (OC), or the

Jaguar and the Turtle (JT); numbers represent the particular sentence.

The Waorani material is given with the relevant word or phrase directly

under the chart of the tagmeme which it manifests. In the initial stages of

analysis, more extensive charts were made in this way with further
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illustrations from the texts to help establish the optional or obligatory oc-

currence of these tagmemes.

Following the illustrations, brief comments are given to prevent the

reader from overlooking certain significant points, or to point out areas

where the analysis is known to be incomplete.

1. Independent Identity Clause =

NP P
+

— StIt >Id>

OR 11 WaO'bi i-mUpa.

Waorani-2 be-2-asser

You are an Waorani

OR 12 WaO'bi i-mi-?

Waorani-2 be-2-?

Are you a Waorani?

For Identity clauses, the verb is always f- 'be'. As already shown by the

formula, the interrogative word order is identical to that of the declara-

tive, but the formulas differ slightly in that the interrogative clause ends

in interrogative intonation. The Identity clause cannot be collapsed with

the Equative clause for at least two reasons. Their interrogative formulas

are different and the Identity clause only has S-It + P-St, whereas the

Equative clause has S-It + Co-ChS + P-St. Their forms do not even ap-

pear identical when S-It is absent from the Equative clause, because in

such cases Co-ChS is always an adjective or gerund, neither of which may

occur as S-It of an Identity clause.
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2. Independent Equative Oause =
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the Ad/U is found out of its normal word order, directly after the verb

rather than directly before it. In both cases the jaguar or the jaguar's claws

and teeth are involved and this is because it is now the jaguar who is

insignificant, or at least powerless.

Finally, regarding Intransitive Qause formulas, in spite of the fact that

both Location and Time appear in the formula as separate tagmemes,

they never appear together in one clause.

4. Independent Biintransitive Clause =

Mar
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5. Independent Transitive Clause =
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Mar

Mn

JT45

MW Mar

— T

TW Mar

— L — Ac

Pn Ad

— U

Av
NP

Mmi-nd-md-no Nsewatnse

there-where-perm.st-twd.other Naewabnae

St

VP

>T>

waa ka^-bo wib-ta-pa

overcome do-1 die-pst-asser

Right there where I conquered Naewaenae, the jaguar, and he died.

Alternative Word Orden Mar-Mn S-Ac P-St Ad-U

JT 57 Mano-mai titaske kse-ka-ta-pa mine,
that-like turtle do-3-pst-asser jaguar

That's what the little turtle did to the big jaguar.

Problem areas in the declarative transitive clause formula include the

fact that kowe 'always' can appear before the Undergoer rather than with

the verb, which puts an emphasis on what is receiving the action rather

than on what the action itself is.

Nowo *now' can occur after the subject rather than before, possibly for

emphasis.

The word order for marginal modifiers is somewhat complicated by the

presence of varieties (L, T, Mn), although no more than two appear at

any one time. Manner appears before Time but does not occur in our

data in an example with Location. Time and Location also do not appear
together in one transitive clause.

One last major problem which needs to be dealt with is the problem of

implied Undergoer; this will be treated in the concluding section of this

paper.
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6. Independent Bitransitive Qause =

Mar

Mn

MW

— Ac

N
Pn Ad

— Sc

Dir

NP Ad

— U

N
V
Av P

+
— St

VP

>BI>

JT 12a Bada ino kowss sest-kw go-da

mother over.there potato take-incep go-3h

Mother has gone a Utile way down the trail to get jungle potatoes.

In the Bitransitive clause formula worksheets, OC 38 and JT 35 show
the concept of reciprocal verbs referred to by Peeke (1979:79) as the ac-

tion of a subject and the reaction of the recipient appearing in the same
clause. For example,

OC 38 Mano-mai Kadss mdni-td i-moni-td apst-ne-ka ene-ta-moni-pa,

that-like Kadx Ip-pn be-lp-ing speak-mouth-3 hear-pst-lp-asser

That's the way Kadae told us the story.

The possible grammatical classes filling in as Ad-U include nouns and

verb forms.

In the Waorani language there are two ways to indicate a question,

regardless of the clause type: either by using an interrogative word (nor-

mally at the beginning of the clause, as in 12 below or clause-medially as

in 13a below) or by an intonational pattern on the verb which indicates

that it is a question rather than a statement The Interrogative Transitive

clause seems always to occur with the Interrogative word following the

subject (if the latter is present within the clause).

7. Independent Imperative Intransitive Clause -

P VP

>I>

OC 36a P6 a-i-dani

come see-command-2p

All of you, come and see!

Intransitive commands only require a verb in the formula (with no op-

tional elements) and the bitransitive conunand requires Ad-Sc and a verb.

Transitive commands have an optional Undergoer and a required verb,

while bitransitive commands have both an optional Undergoer and Scope
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and a required verb. In both of the transitive-type commands, the recipro-

cal verbs can appear (OC 25c, JT 17b, 19b).

8. Independent Imperative Biintransitive Clause =

Ad
+ -

Sc

Dir P
+—

f

VP

>BI>

OR 4b i-no a-i

there see-command

Look over there!

9. Independent Imperative Transitive Clause =

Ad NP P

+—
U

OC 13 BO'to

l-pn

Take me!

VP

f-mo-te ssst~rjl-m(i)-i-pa,

be-l-ing take-fut-2-infer-asser

10. Independent Imperative Bitransitive Clause ==

Ad
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While analyzing the clause structure of transitive verbs, it became very

clear in the last two texts that the Waorani language does not require an

explicit Undergoer within a transitive or bitransitive clause. This means
that sometimes there is no noun phrase, noun, or pronoun to mark the

undergoer. Adjunct as Undergoer is implied in transitive clauses in one of

three other ways, as the following chart shows: (1) by prior explicit

reference in preceding sentences of the text, (2) by implication of the verb

root in the clause in question, and (3) by the use of noun identifiers as

affixes in the verb. Illustrations of these follow.

Text Reference

OC 1

OC21
OC22
OC29d
OC 30e

OC43b
OC 38

JT20b
JT21C
JT21d
JT25b
JT 36

JT42
JT43
JT 51

JT 55b

Missing Ad-U How Implied in Text

story implied by verb *speak'

cassava root prior reference OC 20a

cassava root prior reference OC 20a

cassava root prior reference OC 28a

cassava root prior reference OC 28a

cassava root prior reference OC 31b, 32b

story implied by verb *speak'

head implied in 'put out head id'

tongue 'put out tongue id-2'

head 'put out head id'

throat 'bite-esophagus id-3'

it (event) prior reference in JT 31, 32

story implied by verb 'say'

jaguar prior reference in JT 38b Nibwibns

jaguar implied in JT 45a Netwgtnat

claws & teeth prior reference JT 54b

12. Independent Interrogative Equative Clause =

Mar QW Co
+—

-

— ChS

Aj

NP P
+

- Q

VP

>Eq>

OC 10 Ki n(o)a te titse narfi e-wa-ta-wo.

why tapir lots exist-foot.id-pst-dubi

"I wonder why there are so many tapir tracks," he thought.
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It

N Co

— ChS

Aj

NP
Ger P
— +—

Q

OR 32 ond-msb km-pab-te i-mi

body-arm.id hurt-arm.id-ing be-2

Does your arm hurt?

VP Mar
+

?

?

13. Independent Interrogative Intransitive Clause =

Ac

Pn Mar
+

QW P
-h—

— Q

VP

>I>

JT 6a Bi-to bada aeddno go-da
2-pn mother where go-3h

Where has your mother gone?

s
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